
Media Industries    Ownership, distribution and circulation

Ownership models.

There are three types of ownership models that print and online newspaper companies may fall under. 
•	 Conglomerates and subsidiaries
•	 Independent companies
•	 Public service broadcasters
Task:	Research	how	each	one	operates	and	find	an	example	of	a	news	company	for	each	one.

Key words: synergy, cross-media, vertical /horizontal intergration, media plurality.

Print news: 

Production – newspaper journalists, editors and printers. 
Distribution – Organisations that send newspapers to newsagents have some control over 
which publications get distributed, but no control over content. 
Circulation – Newsagents and other retailers sell the newspapers. 
Producers /Gatekeepers control the news content.

Online news: 

Production – More amateurs whose news may be distributed on social media + Traditional jour-
nalists. 
Distribution & Exhibition – all on website and social media platforms. 

News has a short shelf life and is highly risky for daily failure. News exclusives no longer sell 
as often and online news has put a strain on the news cycle. Soft news is becoming more relied 
upon.

News in the online era is still controlled by powerful news organisations which have success-
fully defended their oligarchy, meaning that mainstream media still control news. 

The growing importance of social media in the distribution and circulation of news means that 
the social media companies are now crucial gatekeepers. Social media claim to be “platforms” 
rather than “publishers” meaning they lack editorial control. This leads to clickbait and fake 
news, as well as authentic citizen journalism. 



Media Industries         Political ideologies

Left wing and right wing ideology

Task: What beliefs are typical of left and right wing attitudes?
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Task: Place the following newspaper titles in the 
right order along the political spectrum opposite. 
Note whether they are popular tabloid, middle 
market daily or a quality newpaper (be mindful 
that some traditionally ‘broadsheet’ newspapers 
are now ‘tabloid’ in size).

The Sun
Daily Mirror
Daily Mail
Daily Express
Metro

Task:	Find	examples	of	a	front	page	for	each	one	
that	reflects	their	political	ideology	clearly.

Task:	Find	figures	for	the	a)circulation	and	b)	
reach for each print newspaper (print version).

The Telegraph
The Times
The Guardian
The Independent
The Morning Star

Circulation Reach
The Sun
Daily Mirror
Daily Mail
Daily Express
Metro
The Telegraph
The Guardian
The Independent
Morning Star



Media industries         Regulation 

Task: summarise these industry theories:

Curran and 
seaton

Livingstone and 
Lunt

Hesmodhaulgh

Task: Read the Guardian FB feed 
regarding Caroline Flack’s treat-
ment at the hands of the print and 
online press. 
How does this support or chal-
lenge the case for regulation?
Also consider how far Jenkins’ 
concept of the prosumer is appli-
cable here.

The role of regulation in UK news.
The press in Britain is self-regulating. Newspapers both print and online may join either IPSO or 
IMPRESS. Other newspapers prefer to self-regulate. 
The libel law provides additional legal constraint. Journalists argue that Britain has become particu-
larly heavy with libel laws – journalists have to prove that what they allege is true to win cases. 
Online news is not regulated at all, unless newspapers choose to sign up to a regulator. UK libel law 
does still apply to online news and social media, however, even if a post has been deleted. 



Set texts          Ideology and reality
The Guardian world-view
The Guardian supports liberal progressive values.
Katherine Viner,the Guardian editor, wrote in 2017: 
Our	moral	conviction	as	codified	by	Scott,	rests	on	faith	that	people	along	to	understand	the	world	
they’re in and create a better on. We believe in the value of the public sphere; that there is such a thing 
as  the public interest, and the common good; that we are all of equal worth; that the world should be 
free and fair.
She added:
The Guardian will embrace as wide a range of progressive perspectives as possible. We will support 
policies and ideas, but we will not give uncritical backing to parties or individuals. We will also engage 
with and publish voices from the right. In an age of tumultuous  change, nobody has a monopoly on 
good ideas. But our guiding focus, especially in countries such as Britain, the US and Australia, will be 
to	challenge	the	economic	assumptions	of	the	past	three	decades,	which	have	extended	market	value	
such as competition and self interest for beyond their natural sphere and seized the public realm.

The Daily Mail world-view.
The Mail support free market economy, and which traditions such as the royal family, the church, the 
army and democracy.
In 2013, Paul Dacre, the then Daily Mail editor, argued that the Mail ‘stands up for its readers, with their 
dreams	(mostly	unfulfilled)	of	a	decent	education	and	health	service	they	can	trust,	their	belief	in	the	
family, patriotism, self-reliance, and the overriding suspicion of the state and the People Who Know 
Best. They are sceptical over the European Union and a human rights court that seems to care more 
about the criminal than the victim ... (and) while tolerant, fret that the country’s schools and hospitals 
can’t cope with mass immigration.’
Note tht the Mail Online is edited separately and has a more internationalist outlook.

Daily Mail reality Guardian reality
Many problems are caused by the ruling liberal 
elite and nanny state.

Many problems are caused by uncontrolled free 
markets.

problems are best solved by allowing the free 
market to operate and minimising bureaucratic 
interference.

problems are best solved by public control in the 
public interest.

We should look after our own people before for-
eigners.

As a rich country we have a duty to help others in 
the world.

Ordinary people are rightly proud to be British. Some	patriotism	is	associated	with	xenophobia	
and racism; we should be both internationalist 
and proud to be British.

We should respect great British institutions such 
as the monarchy.

We should recognise where institutions need to 
improve.

Catching criminals is more important than preo-
tecting human rights.

Protecting human rights is the cornerstone of a 
free society.

Brexit	is	a	fantastic	opportunity. Brexit	is	a	disaster.

Realism and constructing reality. 
News	has	to	work	within	stringent	rules	of	realism.	News	is	separated	from	editorial,	the	first	being	fac-
tual, the second being opinion. Both should be clearly demarcated from advertsing. These boundaries 
are established by journalistic practice, self-regulation and the law of libel. Whilst having to maintain 
truthfulness,	the	newspapers	construct	different	views	of	reality,	within	the	constraints	of	the	news	of	the	
day,	to	match	their	differeing	world	views.

Task:	Read	the	chart	below	and	find	a	range	of	news	stories	that	reflect	this	different	ideologies	and	
realities on social media feeds and websites.



Media audiences          
An	audience’s	interpretation	of	newspaper	representations	may	differ	depending	on	several	factors.	
Task: Fill the gaps
C
A
G
E
D
S

Hall’s	reception	theory	suggests	three	different	positions	that	an	audience	might	take	with	regards	to	a	
representation or an ideology. 
Task: What are they?

1

2

3

Demographic and Psychographic profiles of newspaper audiences

Task:	Write	a	profile	for	both	audiences	of	the	set	texts.	

The Guardian

The Mail



Media Contexts         

For	Q3/4,	you	will	need	to	show	knowledge	and	understanding	of	the	influence	of	media	contexts	on	
some element of the industry (eg. ownership, regulation, funding, etc.)

Social
How producers 
reflect	their	society-	
the	social	anxieties,	
the agreements, 
conflicts	and	in-
equalities between 
social groups.

Cultural
How media products 
reflect	their	sur-
rounding culture- the 
way of life, the arts 
and popular culture; 
including cultural 
change,	conflicts	
and ideologies.

Economic
The	influence	of	the	
economic system on 
media, including on 
funding,	the	profit	
motive and competi-
tion between pro-
ducers.

Political 
The political system 
and forces within 
which the media 
operate and which 
they	influence,	
particularly	the	effect	
of these on owner-
ship and control and 
regulation.

Historical
How media products 
reflect	historical	
events and histori-
cal changes in other 
contexts.

Issues of class, 
race, inequality and 
conflict.

Attitudes to gender, 
sexual	orientation.

Audiences catego-
rised by psycho-
metrics as well as 
demographics.

Social identity poli-
tics: #me too, black 
lives matter.

Online technology- 
most consume news 
online and through 
social media. 

Younger audiences 
prefer online over 
print.

Less inclined to pay 
for content as avail-
able for free digitally.

Print traditionally 
seen as more pres-
tigious than online.

Prosumers. 
Convergence and 
synergy. 
Citizen journalism. 

Fake news- lack of 
regulation online.

Interest in celeb 
culture

Journalism in UK is 
driven	by	profit	mo-
tive in free market 
capitalism.

Money raised from 
advertising has in-
creased importance 
of marketing.

Loss of revenue 
from print news as 
news moves online.

This has lead to a 
decline in quality 
journalism.

Mail owned by pow-
erful conglomerate.

Guardian funded by 
Scott Trust, quality 
over	profit.

Paywalls and other 
ways of raising rev-
enue.

Political 
The political system 
and forces within 
which the media 
operate and which 
they	influence,	
particularly	the	effect	
of these on owner-
ship and control and 
regulation.

Newspaper aligned 
to political parties or 
ideologies.

Leveson report criti-
cised links between 
politicians and news-
paper producers as 
too close. Linked to 
corruption.

Power of online 
media- fake news, 
Cambridge Ana-
lytica.

Media plurality 
promoted by Labour 
party to reduce mo-
nopoly and encour-
age more diverse 
voices.

Leveson.

Technological 
progress from print-
ing press to web 
2.0 from 1980s to 
present day.

Major	events	Brexit,	
Trump.

Political	conflict.

UK has history of 
press freedom- no 
legal interference 
but permitted to be 
politically biased.



Set texts print      Case study 1: Sat 14th July 2019  
            



Set texts print       Case study 1: Sat 14th July 
2019



Set texts print       Case study 2: 7 Nov 2018



Set texts print        Case study 2: Nov 7 2018



Set text Mail Online       Case study 3: 30 Jan 2019
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6296235/Duke-Duchess-Sussexs-new-
bodyguard-heels.html

Set text Mail Oline      Case study 4: 22nd Jan 2019
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6621047/How-Meghans-favourite-avoca-
do-snack-fuelling-human-rights-abuses-drought-murder.html



Set text Guardian Online     Case study 5: 18th Jan 2020
https://www.theguardian.com/global/2020/jan/18/meghan-gets-more-than-twice-
as-many-negative-headlines-as-positive
   

Set text Guardian Online     Case study 6: 9th Jan 2020
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2020/jan/09/hes-very-tortured-prince-
harrys-growing-anger-at-the-press



Set texts        Case study- social media feeds

Theory Applied to social media feed
Jenkins

Shirky

Hall

Gerbner

Bandura

Task: summarise the media audience theories and consider the Mail online feed above. repeat for 
an	example	from	Guardian	app/FB/Twitter	feed.



Q3 and 4 sample questions

3 Explain the impact of technological developments and changing social and celebrity contexts on the 
ways audiences are consuming news. Refer to The Guardian and the Daily Mail to support your answer.  
            [10]

4  Evaluate the usefulness of one of the following theories in understanding the extent to which media 
ownership influences the content of news stories:

EITHER
• Curran and Seaton on power and media industries
OR
• Hesmondhalgh on cultural industries.        [10]

3.  Explain how the political context in which newspapers are produced, influences their ownership 
and regulation. Refer to The Guardian and The Daily Mail newspapers you have studied to support your 
answer.            [10] 

4. Evaluate the usefulness of one of the following in understanding audiences for online newspapers 
such as The Guardian and The Daily Mail:

 EITHER 
• Gerbner’s cultivation theory 
OR
 • Shirky’s ‘end of audience’ theory.         [10]


